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Rack-mount 2U

NT-4040 NT-4040R NT-8040R NT-8040RP

Tower Rack-mount 1U Rack-mount 2U

Intel® Atom™ Processor D525
(1M Cache, 1.80 GHz)

Maximum number of licenses: 64

Base License: 4

Intel® Core™ i5-2400 Processor
(6M Cache, up to 3.40 GHz)

OPEN • POWERFUL • REDEFINED

NUUO Titan NVR
The Linuxed Based NVR Solution

1Centralized, Unified, Consolidated
NUUO Titan NVR is built with central management 

architecture. Sync up to 100 servers, 400 live views and 

100 channels simultaneously.

2 Optimized Recording
Supports multiple codecs, presets, with a recording 

engine built for stability and guaranteed file throughput. 

3 Unparalleled Viewing Choices
Supports viewing on Windows, Mac with clients available 

for IE, Firefox, and mobile viewers on iOS and Android.

5 Flexible Storage Options
Multiple RAID options 0,1,5,1+0 & external storage support. 

4 Direct, local display port
built on unit
NUUO Titan NVR support maximum of 16CH(NT-8040R/ 

NT-8040RP) or 4CH(NT-4040/NT-4040R) VGA spot out. 

WHY CHOOSE TITAN...

Did you ever experience NVR hiccups during large amounts of 

video data transfer, or worse, data dropouts? Missing or blacked 

out frames making the video stutter and useless. File Ring can keep 

your hard drives running smooth, no matter how big the video file is.

Recording engine that performs

We understand how confusing it can be to monitor down a long 

hallway or large area. You got 6 cameras all pointing at the same 

area from different angles. Orienting yourself on screen can be tricky 

when things are happening. NUUO Titan NVR offers Image Fusion 

that can stitch all the camera views into one complete scene, truly 

effortless monitoring!

Auto Scene Stitch

NUUO Titan NVR is built on Linux platform, with MAC client 

available. This is the best way to stay away from virus attacks, and 

also perfect for educators and enterprises where Linux and Macs are 

readily available! 

Free Yourself from Virus

NUUO Titan NVR has multiple ways to protect your valuable data. 

NUUO Titan NVR supports multiple RAID options, external storage, 

and we even offer models with redundant power option 

(NT-8040RP). Choose NUUO Titan NVR and put your mind at ease. 

Your Data is Safe in Multiple Ways


